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VIP - CBS

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE  VIP - CBS VIDEO INSPECTION SYSTEM

1. The VIP-CBS is a self-contained, lightweight, retractable video inspection pole system, extending up to 5 feet, to view switch settings through 
viewports. The camera has a diameter of 65mm to fit into a 67mm or larger viewport.

2.  A high resolution color camera, model B-70, with 6 special placed LED’s is mounted on a flex-gooseneck to allow for up to 90 degree 
bending/viewing. The camera is easily interchangeable by screw mount. When adjusting or bending the gooseneck, please don’t do it by 
grabbing the camera, hold on to the gooseneck and turn it into the desired position.

3.  A 3.5” high resolution color monitor is mounted directly on the poles control box on an adjustable mount and can be easily tilted vertically 
and horizontally for best viewing. The main power switch is located on the control box and illuminates when activated.

4.  Three (3) micro switches are located on the left side of the monitor for on/off, dim/bright and reversed image. It is recommended to keep the 
on/off power switch on the side of the monitor on “ON” all the time, since the main power switch on the control box will activate the entire 
system; camera, lights and monitor.

5.  The entire system is powered by a low voltage 12 VDC battery pack, similar as found on other power tools. The battery clips on to the rear 
of the pole for better balance. Two (2) batteries and a charger is included with each system order. A full charge will operate the system for 4-5 
hours while the battery re-charges in 3 hours.

6.  A transport/carrying case is provided to hold the VIP-CBS, 2 batteries and charging unit. A small lock can be attached to the case for 
protection.
     
7.  When receiving your VIP-CBS video inspection tool, attach the 6-pin connector from the monitor to the control box, clip on a battery, activate 
the on/off switch on the control box, and you are ready to go. That simple. A BNC out connector is provided for additional video related 
attachments.

8.  When viewing through a glass surface as found on viewports, it is important to place the camera flat onto the glass surface to avoid 
reflections.
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